The Corona "Panicdemia" and the incalculable consequences
Two things are infinite.
The universe and human stupidity.
Although I'm not sure about the universe...
Albert Einstein
Dear readers,
after an unprecedented shitstorm that has come down on me, I want to get back to you
and soberly and prudently consider the crisis over Corona. I am already being
checked by the Austrian Chancellor's digital crisis team for distributing fake news
and my critical remarks are being switched off, marked as false reports or deleted.
As a private scientist and SEAC Fellow, I feel it is my responsibility to communicate
findings that are not mainstream.
It is the very essence of science that it is allowed to view and describe things from
many perspectives.
As soon as this is not allowed, we leave democracy and totalitarian dictatorship
ensues.
There is no evidence that this corona virus pathogen, SARS-CoV-2, is more
dangerous than previous influenza viruses.
However, politicians are therefore acting on the basis of a lack of evidence and are
causing enormous damage with their "ACTIONS" without necessity.
Therefore allow me to continue my thoughts and to express my point of view,
whoever wants to hear it!
It is easy to realize that in the middle of last year a new PCR test method discovered
the RNA of this virus in cases that were previously considered symptomatically
similar to influenza.
It turned out that this virus is very infectious, as well as various SARS and influenza
viruses, which almost always cause flu when mixed with bacteria. In the beginning
nothing was known about its lethal effect, only that it was mixed with other known
virus strains.
But immediately the possibility to identify its RNA developed and Chinese
Virologists tried to dam the spread of this virus, as for example in case of severe
epidemics. This containment was achieved by isolating infected persons and
spreading these "ACTIONS" through the media. This led to a tremendous hype,
which increased worldwide to the current mass hysteria, resulting in panic buying,
mass layoffs and the biggest stock market crash so far.
As countless studies have shown, this virus is no more dangerous for healthy people
than previous influenza virus strains and many infected people have no symptoms and
do not even notice an infection. However, it leads to mass infection, as usual with
influenza, but not more to death than with previous waves of influenza. This is
because healthy people normally do not die from flu, but survive it. Only the elderly
and people with serious pre-existing diseases can die increased. And it has not been
proven that they die from COVID-19 alone, because such an epidemic occurs as a

mix of numerous viruses. There is no case where COVID-19 or SARS-CoV-2 in
isolation is fatal.
Here are some arguments that there is no exceptional risk:
1. The PCR test measures SARS-CoV-2 as 50% false positive:
Conclusions: In the close contacts of COVID-19 patients, nearly half or even more of
the 'asymptomatic infected individuals' reported in the active nucleic acid test
screening might be false positives.
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32133832/
This means that it can be assumed that only half of those who are tested positive are
actually infected with Covid-19, which does not mean that they are or will ever get
sick, since most of them have no symptoms anyway.
2. It is also clear that the more tests are made, the more (even false positive) results
exist.
3. In the case of symptomatic illnesses and deaths, the cause is besides to age and
previous illness, an infection of several flu-like viruses. Covid-19 is only a coinfection and is not the sole cause of death.
4. the mortality rate for influenza (incl. corona) is still absolutely in the norm, except
in some hotspots (e.g. old people's homes, palliative care units, etc.), which will
always exist where there is a flu epidemic.
5. 53% of those who died of corona in Italy received anti-viral therapy, and that is
chemotherapy. (In graphic THERAPIA ANTIVIRALS)
https://www.epicentro.iss.it/coronavirus/bollettino/Report-COVID-2019_17_marzov2.pdf
If you give chemotherapy to old people who are already ill, as this therapy suggests,
what will happen?
It's a lethal cocktail!
But the doctors are forced to treat, because if they do nothing, they are found guilty.
In Italy, therefore, many seriously ill people are likely to die from the therapy.
Here is some current and older information:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tug_W_3WPXY
https://swprs.org/covid-19-hinweis-ii/
https://www.trendingtopics.at/corona-faelle-oesterreich/
https://euobserver.com/coronavirus/147830
https://www.spiegel.de/international/world/interview-with-epidemiologist-tomjefferson-a-whole-industry-is-waiting-for-a-pandemic-a-637119.html
https://www.finanzpraxis.com/2020/03/corona-was-nobelpreistraeger-empfehlen/
Just as doctors are asked by patients for therapies, the anxious population forces
politicians to act, because if they do not act, they are said to be politically inactive and
wwould not protect the population. That is why they have to take "ACTIONS", driven
by a population with fear, fuelled by the media, and growing in hysteria.
A vicious circle begins!

What if it had never happened?
If this PCR test had never been done or not been invented, or if the RNA of the virus
could not be identified, the disease would have run like the usual waves of influenza,
and no one would have cared about. Because it is normal that very old people with
severe pre-existing diseases die from infections like flu. No medical shortage would
have occurred due to positive testing and doctors would have served as normal.
Hardly any shortage of mouthguards, protective clothing, etc. would have occurred.
From my understanding of history, of the history of religions, of the history of
astronomy, philosophy, and from my personal insight and analysis, and finally as a
retired former pharmaceutical employee and employee in a medical museum with
hopefully common sense, the following picture emerges:
Fear - panic - hysteria led without necessity to the present fiasco.
Fear is a tremendous strong motive for human action, and fear of death is probably
the strongest emotion - besides love - that we humans can feel.
It is not by chance that the word hysteria is derived from the ancient Greek word for
the uterus (hystéra), where the fruits of love grow and come from. Love and death are
closely connected, which is also expressed in the French expression "La petite mort".
Hysteria can therefore be described as the fear that life will no longer be passed on, or
as the fear of extinction of our species.
Birth due to procreation and death are the beginning and end of all human existence.
And both are powerful events in life.
I became directly aware of the tremendous power that death radiates on the deathbed
of my 99-year-old mother. Never has this so patient woman been so powerful as at the
moment when life had vanished from her face.
Of course, power also generates fear, and the powerful usually strengthen their power
by generating fear.
This mechanism is wonderfully evident in religions and in politics, whether today or
in the course of history.
Religions still use people's fear to manipulate them. It is the stirred up fear of hell,
which can be overcome by confession, indulgence from sin, etc., or the fear of death,
which is to be taken away by promising eternal life in heaven, if one faithfully
participates in the sacraments. For example, the Catholic Church currently promises
complete indulgence to all Corona sufferers, if they attend a series of masses or
devotions before death on TV.
https://www.n-tv.de/der_tag/Kirche-erlaesst-Corona-Kranken-ihre-Suenden-unterdiesen-Bedingungen-article21658277.html
These "ACTIONS" of the church are based on the incitement of fear of hell, or the
promise of life after death.
For other reasons, namely to provide arguments for assisted suicide in the legislative
initiative, I have written the following article from the perspective of cultural
astronomy and mythology, which also contains (sarcastic) references to the Corona
problem. Soon this article will be translated also into English:
https://calendersign.com/fileadmin/user_upload/Fiktion_der_unsterblichen_Seele.pdf

I hope you can see then the parallels between today and antiquity, where the fear of
death was ritualized in the cult of Eleusis, or where the Roman emperors tried to give
soldiers the courage to die in battle through the planetary standards. The standards
with lined up planets showed the soldiers the glorious way to heaven, if they die in
war, just like the cosmic X, which Constantine had painted on the shields of his
soldiers before his victorious battle in the civil war at the Milvinian bridge. It will be
exciting to see whether the pontiff, the Catholic bridge builder with his insignia in the
form of a key, will also reopen the Holy Gate of the Vatican. And whether he will
build a viable bridge over which those affected by clerical abuse will ever walk.
What in wars of antiquity should take away the fear of the hereafter, or in the
religions the fear of hell, is done here and now by politicians with the "ACTIONS"
against Corona.
With the argument to protect us from extinction, we are put under house arrest.
Personal freedom is set at zero. It's as if the earth stands still.
Personally, I like that on the one hand. This wonderful peace, no airplanes over my
cabin in the woods. The environment breathes again, as if the words of Greta
Thunberg had been heard and mankind had decided to rethink climate change
globally. Some green esoterics will surely say that Mother Earth has sent us Corona.
And esoteric astrologers may read a message from a constellation in the sky (e.g.
Corona australis) that has reached Earth.
But back to politics and economics.
It will not matter for the political future whether the Corona disease is dangerous or
not.
While I am sure that the mortal rate from the virus is not much (or even) above the
annual average, because only some 20 deaths at present in Austria speaks for itself.
The deaths would hardly have been higher if no "ACTIONS" had been taken after a
test and or having waited a little longer. Nobody would have noticed that there is a
higher mortal rate globally.
But now the political "ACTIONS", have brought a cat out of the bag. And this cat
has frightened a good-natured and gullible working elephant so much (the comparison
comes from the maliciously defamed Stanford physician Ioannidis) that the elephant,
with his huge number of riders on his back, is trying to jump over a cliff to the
rescuing shore in panic like a lemming.
I fear that many riders will suffer a lot...
And the elephant driver (to stick to this comparison) can no longer stop the elephant,
and must realize that the elephant is running on.
He can only say that he tried to scare the cat away anyway, just as the politicians will
say in the future that they only wanted to protect you.
But another much bigger danger is looming, because the elephant is already jumping,
i.e. there will be an economic crash, panic caused the biggest crash so far on the stock
exchange, followed by unemployment, enormous inflation, currency devaluation and
impoverishment. And chaos will ensue. Then even more totalitarian measures are
threatening, as already planned in Hungary, and the really big elephant driver wants to
take over the rudder. The rudder, a symbol of steering and control, which even in
ancient times on coins symbolized the powerful status of an emperor.

Much will change! A new age is dawning. It was already promised to us by the
establishment of the year-count, namely AD. The fear of Corona is paired with
hysteria and panic in fulfilling the promise of an end time through a self-fulfilling
prophecy, to find also at academia.edu:
https://calendersign.com/fileadmin/user_upload/The_Scythian_Dionysius_Exiguus_a
nd_His_I_1_.pdf
https://calendersign.com/fileadmin/user_upload/The_calculation_of_doomsday_based
_on_Anno_Domini_scicult.pdf
https://calendersign.com/fileadmin/user_upload/Considerations_About_the_Start_of_t
he_Age_of_Aquarius.pdf
For the future it is important to keep a cool head and calm blood.
It is already too late to turn back or stop and I do not trust the politicians who are
responsible for this fiasco. They will not admit to having made a mistake. On the
contrary, they will argue that the "ACTIONS" taken have contained the pandemic,
prevented the collapse of the health system and saved the lives of many elderly
people. How these few pensioners, who are supposed to have survived as a result of
the "ACTIONS", will get through the last few years of their lives with Pension
reduction that will inevitably follow, is another matter.
The question also remains open how many people will die as a result of the ensuing
unrest and revolts. Could they be counted against the supposedly saved from Corona?
On March 20, the British MRC Centre for Global Infectious Disease Analysis
published this population survey:
https://www.imperial.ac.uk/mrc-global-infectious-disease-analysis/news--wuhancoronavirus/?
This analysis looks like a survey, by which the British government wants to justify its
"ACTIONS" with the panic fear of hysterical masses!
Where is Prime Minister Boris Johnson, who is otherwise supposedly so resolute?
What will happen next?
Could it be that people will learn from the experiences of the Corona desaster?
Will we come out of it purified, when we realize that we will survive with much less
than before?
Will the climate recover and was this whole thing a secret plan behind it?
I do not know!
I suspect that it all came about through too much "ACTIONS".
All the best for the time to come!
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